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	Ext JS 4 First Look, 9781849516662 (1849516669), Packt Publishing, 2012

	Ext JS 4 introduces major changes compared to Ext JS 3. There is a new data package, new charts, and new, updated layouts. The framework was completely rewritten to boost performance.


	This book covers all the major changes and new features of Ext JS 4 using code examples, explanation, and screenshots of the result of the code. This book will help you understand the framework changes and you will be able to easily migrate Ext JS 3 applications and develop new Ext JS 4 applications using the presented examples.


	Ext JS 4 is a JavaScript framework that provides resources to build Rich Internet Applications with great performance. Ext JS 4 has been packed with many new features and it is difficult to master, even for seasoned experts in Ext JS 3.


	Ext JS 4 First Look teaches you the main functional areas of Ext JS 4 that have significant new features, explains the new features and how to use them, while highlighting the differences between Ext JS 4 and the previous versions.


	This book will give you the knowledge to make the required changes to Ext JS 3 application to build a complete Ext JS 4 application.


	This book provides examples of how to load Ext JS components by demand, charts, grid, tree, forms and panels, new data model, themes and mvc architecture.


	Ext JS 4 First Look provides full examples and illustrations to help you easily learn the new features of Ext JS 4.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Learn the major changes in Ext JS 4 and its compatibility with Ext JS 3, including how to load components by demand.
	
		Understand how to use the new Data package, including new features such as Model, Associations, Validations, new Proxies, etc.
	
		Organize Ext JS 4 components into containers using upgraded and new Layout engines.
	
		Create bar, pie, radar, scatter, gauge, line, and area charts without using Flash and customize them.
	
		Learn what has changed in Ext JS 4 components such as Grid, Tree, Form.s
	
		Change and create new themes using Sass and Compass.
	
		Build a complete application using the new Ext JS MVC architecture.
	
		Compare Ext JS 3 with Ext JS 4 class names.



	Approach


	This book is a practical step-by-step tutorial which guides you to migrate from Ext JS 3 to Ext JS 4. There are examples backed with explanations and plenty of code and illustrations to look forward to.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is written for web developers who are familiar with Ext JS 3 and want to have detailed insights into the new features of Ext JS 4.
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E-Commerce Power: How the Little Guys are Building Brands and Beating the Giants at E-CommerceMorgan James Publishing, 2021

	
		In E-Commerce Power, Jason G. Miles shares a practical framework for starting and scaling a profitable e-commerce brand in the age of Amazon. 

		E-Commerce Power is filled with encouragement, practical advice, tips, strategies, proven online marketing methods - all organized to help online entrepreneurs....



		

Android Game Programming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Learn how to create great games for Android phones


	Android phones are rapidly gaining market share, nudging the iPhone out of the top spot. Games are the most frequently downloaded apps in the Android market, and users are willing to pay for them. Game programming can be challenging, but this step-by-step guide explains the...


		

Drug Therapy for Type 2 DiabetesSpringer, 2013

	This book aims to provide an update on drugs available for the treatment

	of type 2 diabetes and where they fit within current treatment algorithms.

	The limited efficacy and tolerability of older drugs has spurred the

	development of several new classes of oral and injectable glucose-lowering

	agents with novel modes of action....




	

The Joy of Movement: Lesson Plans and Large-Motor Activities for PreschoolersRedleaf Press, 2019

	The Joy of Movement is a preschool movement activity book with a therapeutic perspective. The combination of old and new games creates a purpose driven physical motor curriculum. Each activity has been kid tested. This well-organized and easy-to-use book includes fun, developmentally appropriate activities that foster physical...


		

Graphs and Networks: Multilevel ModelingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Completely updated and containing two new chapters, this title covers spatial analysis and urban management using graph theory simulation.  Highly practical, the simulation approach allows readers to solve classic problems such as placement of high-speed roads, the capacity of a network, pollution emission control, and more.
...

		

Introducing the MySQL 8 Document StoreApress, 2018

	NoSQL has been given a lot of hype in recent years. As with most new technologies, the

	underlying principles are rarely truly new, rather, it is the unique combination of known

	technologies that forms and transforms the whole to become more than the sum of its

	parts. This is especially true for MySQL 8 and the new MySQL Document...
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